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Terms used in this whitepaper
Chemical formulas
CO2

Carbon dioxide

HCO3-

Hydrogen-carbonate ions, also known as bicarbonate ions

H2CO3

Carbonic acid. Only exists in the presence of water

CaCO3

Calcium carbonate, an insoluble solid mineral. There are several names for the various
mineral forms including calcite, aragonite, vaterite, limestone, chalk, marble, and
travertine.1

Ca2+(HCO3-)2

Calcium hydrogen-carbonate, or calcium bicarbonate. A soluble salt that only exists
in the presence of excess water, which is abundant in the oceans.

Units and equivalencies

1

Atomic and Molecular masses

ppmV

parts per million by volume

Carbon

12 g/mol

Gt C

Gigatonnes of carbon

Oxygen

16 g/mol

Gt CO2

Gigatonnes of carbon dioxide

CO2

44 g/mol

1 Gt

1 billion metric tonnes

1 Pg (Petagram)

1 Gt

1 Gt CO2 contains 0.273 Gt C

Ratio of carbon to CO2 = 12/44, or 0.273

1 Gt C contains 3.67 Gt CO2

Ratio of CO2 to carbon = 44/12, or 3.67

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Calcium_carbonate
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How much carbon is in the atmosphere?
The concentration of CO2 in the atmosphere reached
415 ppmV in 2019 and the rate of emissions
continues to rise (refer to Figure 1). This equates to
approximately 885 Gigatonnes of carbon (Gt C)
(3,245 Gt CO2), compared to the estimated preindustrial level of 280 ppmV or 597 Gt C. If we were
to return to this pre-industrial level of CO2, then we
would need to remove hundreds of Gigatonnes of
excess CO2 already in the atmosphere and the
oceans, on top of tackling the future anthropogenic
emissions (currently 10.9 Gt C/y, or 40 Gt/y CO2).
Interestingly, without human intervention, the world
is already removing CO2 from the atmosphere
through several constructive natural carbon
sequestration processes, including mineralisation,
bicarbonate production, the creation of new plants
(biomass), and ocean sedimentation. One huge, but
harmful route is the dissolving of large amounts of
CO2 into the oceans causing acidification. On a
geological timescale these various processes will
eventually restore the natural CO2 balance.
Unfortunately, that will be too slow for mankind to
avoid the unfolding environmental crisis.
We need affordable, safe, and permanent CO2
sequestration methods that can be implemented at a

large enough scale to reduce the CO2 concentration
to an acceptable level within the next few decades.
According to the IPCC these methods will need to
remove CO2 at a rate of 10 to 20 Gt/year CO2 (2.73 to
5.45 Gt C/year). If we are to address the problem, we
must start by asking these key questions:
 Where is all the carbon?
 How does nature move carbon between the
atmosphere, hydrosphere, and lithosphere?
 How much of the excess carbon might we be
able to store in each of the known potential
storage locations?
This paper offers answers to each of these
questions, providing information to help in
subsequent evaluation of the various identified
carbon sequestration methods to be able to
determine the likely capacity of each to store carbon
dioxide within the required timeframe.
The paper therefore contains a significant amount of
numerical information so that the reader can fully
appreciate the scale of the problem, and better able
to evaluate the usefulness of the various potential
solutions.
We evaluate various sequestration technologies that
have been proposed in subsequent whitepapers.

Figure 1 - annual mean growth rate of atmospheric CO2, Hawaiii
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Where on Earth is all the carbon?

proportion of carbon in the crust is found in a variety
of forms and is much more mobile compared to the
sedimentary rocks. All these other carbon stores
together comprise around 0.05% of the total, or
50,000 Gt C.

Carbon makes up less than 1% of the Earth’s crust –
and yet is still more than 100,000,000 Gt C. This is
located within sedimentary rocks, most of which are
limestones and other carbonates. The rocks are very
stable over geologic timescales. A much smaller

SEDIMENTARY ROCKS
(~80% limestones)
>100,000,000 Gt C
All other carbon stores
on Earth ~ 50,000 Gt C

Figure 2 - Carbon locations around the Earth. Areas represent relative amounts of carbon in each store (Gt C).
We have chosen to use data from the US Department
of Agriculture supplemented with data from
‘The global carbon project’ii,iii,iv and a variety of other
sources2.
The above data shows us that, of the 50,000 Gt of
mobile carbon, almost 75% (37,000 Gt C)is stored in
the oceans as soluble hydrogen-carbonate ions
(HCO3-), also known as bicarbonate ions. By
comparison, the 885 Gt of atmospheric carbon,
despite being at a dangerously high level, is only a
small proportion of the total mobile carbon in
absolute terms – around 1.6% of 50,000 Gt C3.

It is important to note that determining the amount of any element
across the world necessarily involves approximations and assumptions,
and there will be a significant margin of error. The exact numbers vary by
source, yet there remains broad agreement on the order of magnitude of
each of the figures, and the conclusions remain the same irrespective of
which estimates are used.
2

It has been estimated that before the industrial age
there was around 597 Gt of atmospheric carbon (280
ppmV CO2 vs. the current 415 ppmV). In the last two
centuries we have added 288 Gt of carbon as CO2 to
the atmosphere, and a similar amount to the oceans.
Now in 2020, wea are adding more than 100 Gt C per
decade. Compared against the total carbon content,
this added quantity seems trivial at 0.5% of the
Earth’s mobile carbon, and yet it is the primary cause
of the recent rapid heating of the Earth.

It should also be noted that there are several other, mainly industrial,
gases with much higher global warming potential that also need to be
removed to reverse the effects, including methane, nitrous oxide, CFCs,
HFCs, and SF6 (an incredibly potent greenhouse gas, used in electrical
equipment).
3
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How we arrived at too much atmospheric CO2
The pace of scientific discoveries took off in the mid eighteenth century and with new knowledge we
industrialised our ability to extract ever more resources from the Earth. Key to this was the discovery of highdensity energy deposits, first coal, then oil and gas, along with the development of technologies to exploit these
energy stores.
There are three key anthropogenic causes of the massive increase in atmospheric CO2 (Figure 3):
i.

We burned hydrocarbons to release the chemical energy within and vented the waste CO2 it produced. It has been
estimated that since 1750 we have extracted and burned around 177 Gt of coal, 188 Gt of oil and 90 Gt of hydrocarbon
gas, releasing a combined total of 360 Gt of carbonv (1,320 Gt CO2) into the atmosphere;

ii.

In the last 10,000 years agriculture is estimated to have released more than 240 Gt C from within forests and other
natural flora, and around 80 Gt C from soilsv, most of this taking place within the last 50 to 100 years following the rapid
increase in population and the introduction of mechanised farming, synthetic fertilisers and the clearing of forests (refer
to Figure 4) to provide land for farming;

iii. The rapid population growth also triggered a demand for concrete, which contains cement made by releasing CO2 from
calcium carbonate (limestones). The cumulative CO2 from cement manufacture is estimated at 50 Gt C (183 Gt C O2),
20% of which was produced in the last decade alonevi.

Figure 3 – Estimated global carbon released from agriculture,
(and since 1750) fossil fuels and cement. Total = 730 Gt C.

Figure 4 - Current tree cover compared with original tree covervii
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Where the excess CO2 has been stored
The increase in atmospheric CO2 since 1750 is
estimated to be 288 Gt C (1,056 Gt CO2). This is much
less than the 730 Gt C estimated have been released
by human activity, and so 442 Gt C has not ended up
in the atmosphere. Where did it go to?

 raindrops absorb CO2 and carry it down to the
oceans, convert it to bicarbonate in a reaction
with limestones, rain carrying CO2 onto olivines,
basalts and other minerals rich in Calcium (Ca)
and Magnesium (Mg) can react with CO2 to form
new Ca and Mg carbonaceous minerals,

That is a very difficult question to answer definitively
because carbon moves in a dynamic cycle, as
illustrated in

 CO2 is both absorbed and released at the surface
of the oceans as conditions vary,

Figure 5, and because of the errors inherent within
the estimates. Atmospheric CO2 is taken up in several
ways:
 by plants and their soils as they grow, but is also
released as they shed foliage and are harvested,

 marine plant life takes up carbon from both CO2
and HCO3- to grow, and marine animals consume
the plants to form skeletons and shells
eventually forming calcium carbonate sediments
on the sea floor as they die – some of these
carbonates can redissolve in the oceans.

Figure 5 - Chart of global carbon flux ratesviii, ix, 4

4

The black figures represent the natural stores and flows of carbon in Petagrams (1 Pg = 1 Gt). The red figures are the man-made changes to the system.
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Overall, it has been estimated5 that we are releasing
around 10.9 Gt C annually, and the Earth is doing a
remarkable job of mopping up around 5.8 Gt C of this
excess CO2. But the rate at which the Earth naturally
takes carbon out of the atmosphere is not enough the atmosphere is gaining around 5.1 Gt C annually
equating to a net increase of 18.7 Gt CO2 or an
additional 2.4 ppmV CO2/year.

flowing at full blast (the burning of hydrocarbons and
other releases) and the tub (atmosphere) is rapidly
filling up. The drain is opened to compensate (nature
is storing some CO2) but the drain is small (nature has
its limits). The level has reached the brim (it’s getting
very hot on Earth), and water is lapping over the edge
(we are damaging life on Earth). If we do not arrest
the rise in the level, there will be a damaging flood on
our hands (we may destroy much of our civilisation).

Worryingly the oceans are also taking up CO2 without
any corresponding alkalising agents and this is
causing the pH of the oceans to fall – the oceans
are becoming more acidic. Natural weathering of
limestones by mildly acidic rainfall continues to bring
calcium into the ocean to buffer the pH and counter
the acidification, washing an estimated 2 Gt/year of
calcium bicarbonate into the oceans thereby
capturing 0.15 Gt/y C (0.55 Gt/y of CO2) but this
natural process is unable to keep up with the current
man-made pace of change.
The growth of CO2 in our atmosphere and the partial
removal by the Earth’s natural systems is analogous
to a bathtub filling with water (Figure 6). The taps are

Figure 6 - Overfilling the bathtub

Actions required
According to the IPCC this excess carbon needs to be
removed from the atmosphere as soon as possible at
a rate of up to 5.5 Gt C/year (20 Gt CO2/y – refer to
Figure 7), to avoid catastrophic consequences, the
worst of which is the existential threat to human
society. And that is on top of emissions reductions
that must be achieved by stopping hydrocarbon
combustion.
Whilst the potential consequences of inaction are
dire, the relative scale at least gives us some comfort
in knowing that there is potential to store the excess
atmospheric CO2 in locations within and on the
Earth’s crust, whether it be in the biosphere,
hydrosphere or lithosphere.

Many estimates have wide margins of error, but there is no disputing
atmospheric carbon is increasing by around
5

If only we knew how to do so quickly.
Left to its own devices, nature would eventually
restore balance to the carbon in the atmosphere by
converting the excess carbon into plants, rocks,
sedimented shells and skeletons, and into calcium
bicarbonate solution. However, these natural
processes are far too slow to save us from the
growing existential threat.
It remains a Herculean task for mankind to remove
the excess atmospheric carbon fast enough to ensure
that we can avoid the worst excesses of the current
warming taking place.

2.4 ppmV CO2/year, which equates to a net increase of about
18 Gt CO2/year vs. total emissions of around 40 Gt CO2/year.
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Figure 7 – The need for CO2 removal (negative emissions), UN EP 2017 x

Options for storing our excess carbon
There are now global initiatives to reduce CO2 emissions, which are starting to have an impact – these include the
implementation of wind and solar PV power generation, and the sale of battery electric vehicles. In addition,
there are efforts to identify and understand all the potential opportunities for secure, stable, and safe storagexi of
CO2 in more forms than just as liquefied gas.
Global-scale storage mechanisms that have so far been identified and proposed include the following:
 liquefaction of CO2 and injection into deep porous strata to remain liquid (CCS6 and BECCS),
 injection into basalt to form solid calcium and magnesium carbonates,
 accelerated weathering of limestone to form ocean bicarbonates,
 accelerated weathering of other calcium and magnesium rich minerals including olivines to form solid
carbonates,
 creating calcium carbonates from recycled concrete,
 ocean nutrification to increase the rate of carbon uptake in marine flora and fauna thereby also increasing
ocean sedimentation of carbon,
 reforestation and afforestation,
 accelerated biochar formation to increase soil carbon content and regenerative agriculture.
The potential of each of these sequestration methods will be addressed in a supporting paper. Ocean bicarbonate
formation and biochar are each the subject of existing Herculean Climate Solutions whitepapersxii

Typically, this process has been termed ‘carbon capture and storage’ (CCS) even though all other methods listed also capture and store carbon. We believe
the term needs to be applied to all potential solutions to shift the focus on to solving the entire problem.
6
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Conclusions
Human activity has caused the release of far more
carbon into the atmosphere in the form of CO2 (and
methane) than the Earth’s natural processes can
accommodate, and the concentration of atmospheric
CO2 has increased by about 50% compared to the
preindustrial era. This release is adversely affecting
the environment to a significant degree, which will
get much worse if not reversed.
There is a rapid rise in the adoption of emissions
reducing technologies, but emissions haven’t peaked
yet. The wind and solar PV electricity generation is
now generally cheaper than coal and gas turbine
power in most countries. The use of battery-electric
vehicles (BEV) is growing equally rapidly now that the
life-cycle costs are lower than fossil fuel powered
vehicles. Battery technology, required both for
energy storage and road vehicles, is similarly scaling
up in volume and correspondingly reducing in price.
These are all now growing far more rapidly than
forecast 5 or 10 years ago, and we may yet be
surprised at how quickly they displace current
technologiesxiii.
But the high levels of CO2 in the atmosphere will
continue to adversely change the world if not
urgently reduced. We need to rapidly apply solutions
to reduce the concentration of CO2 by capturing it
and storing it in safer places than the atmosphere.
Surprising to many, is the fact that the amount of CO2
we have released is rather small compared to the

amount of carbon that is moving around the Earths’
crust. There are more than enough accessible places
to safely store the excess CO2 as increased biomass
(trees, soils and as ocean biomass), solids (biochar,
minerals, and sediments), and as dissolved
bicarbonate salt. The size of these stores is much
greater than the amount of CO2 we need to store,
and we can make use of these stores if we put our
efforts into doing so.
It is a Herculean task to remove the excess CO2.
However, done the right way, the cost of removing
the excess CO2 need not bankrupt us. The global
annual GDP is estimated at $86 trillion - spending just
2% of GDP annually would provide $1,720 billion/y to
deal with the problem, which equates to spending
around $80/t CO2 to remove 20 Gt CO2/y, and
sequestration methods are becoming available at this
price. Given the importance of the issue 2% of GDP is
a very modest cost to society.
Our white paper discussing disposal methods will
cover the anticipated cost ranges of implementing
each potential solution, and why we believe that
sequestering many Gt of carbon per year is entirely
achievable using current knowledge and focussing on
solutions which stimulate nature and mimic nature.
We have the knowledge, but we are yet to build the
right technologies at the required scale. To do so we
need the political will and the necessary funding.
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Summary of Masses and Concentrations Used
2020
C
Gross CO2 release rate

1750
CO2

C

Gt/y

10.91

40

Net increase

Gt/y

5.11

18.7

Mopped up elsewhere

Gt/y

5.80

21.3

Atm. CO2 concentration

Total
atmosphere

CO2

ppmV

415

280

ppmWt

630

425

ppmV/y

2.40

ppmWt/y

3.64

Annual rate of increase
Total release since 1750

Gt

730

2,677

Net release to atmosphere

Gt

288

1,056

Carbon stored elsewhere

Gt

442

1,621

Atmospheric masses

Gt

885

3,245

g/mol

12

44

Molecular & atomic weights

597

5,148,000 xiv

2,189

29

Table 1 - Summary of masses and concentrations used in this whitepaper
Carbon
(Gigatonnes)

Carbon of the Earth’s crustxv

Location

State

Bicarbonate ions

Oceans

aqueous

37,000

Sedimentary rocks

Solid, liquid & gas

5,000

Ocean floor

Solid

2,500

Organic carbon sediments

Land and ocean floor

Solids & living

1,600

Permafrost

Land and ocean floor

Solid

1,600

Carbonates

Oceans

Aqueous

1,300

Carbon dioxide

Atmosphere

Gas

800

Carbon dioxide

Oceans

Aqueous

740

Land and oceans

Living

600

Atmosphere

Gas

Fossil fuels (oil, gas, coal)
Carbonate sediments

Biomass (flora & fauna)
Methane (oil, gas, and agriculture)
Totals
Sedimentary rocks including limestones

5
51,145

Crust rocks

Solid

>100,000,000

Table 2 - Summary of carbon content within and around the Earth’s crust (excludes the Earth’s core)
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